
Establishing itself as the vital other side of the fundamental data coin, alternative 
data is a crucial counterpart to high-quality fundamental data. To make the 
combination of alternative and fundamental data easier for our clients, we’ve 
teamed up with leading alternative data provider BattleFin.

Our partnership with BattleFin provides clients with access to one of the largest libraries of alternative data 
available globally. As the partnership develops, we continue to add third-party alternative data into Refinitiv® 
Quantitative Analytics as well as providing our own alternative data.

LinkUp data
Companies know more about their internal conditions and customer demand long before external buy-side 
and sell-side analysts do; company job openings data might prove invaluable to investment strategies.

With the largest and highest-quality job listings index of job openings sourced direct from company websites 
globally, LinkUp has become a leading provider of job market data and analytics. LinkUp data delivers 
unrivaled insights into the global job market.

LinkUp data consists of three distinct components:

• Individual job listings: Contain every data field for each job except its full-text description
• Individual descriptions: Contain the complete text-based job description for every job listing in the  

LinkUp index 
• Core analytics: Contain 20 core macro, sector and micro analytics that are calculated and updated daily

SEE MORE OF THE PICTURE 
WITH ALTERNATIVE DATA
What you get with the BattleFin Refinitiv partnership

Coverage Update frequency History

150 million jobs; U.S. job listings Daily Since 2007

Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in approximately 190 countries. It provides 
leading data and insights, trading platforms, and open data and technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance  
in trading, investment, wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting financial crime.

Visit refinitiv.com/alternativedata
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